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Annotatsiya - Ushbu maqolada maktablarda qo'llaniladigan FLTning asosiy 

usullari muhokama qilinadi va til nazariyasi nazariyasi va ularning asoslari, ularning 

asosiy xususiyatlari, faoliyati va texnikasi, ularning asosi va pasayishi, shuningdek 

maqsadni umumiy baholash bilan tanishtiriladi. Quyidagi usullar tahlil qilindi: 

Grammatika-tarjima usuli, Strukturaviy usullar va kommunikativ yondashuv. Ta'lim 

sohasidagi innovatsiyalarga biroz e'tibor qaratilgandan so'ng, alternativa sifatida 

vazifalarga asoslangan va jarayonli modellar taklif etiladi. Nihoyat, o'quv dasturining 

yangiligi va o'zgarishi bilan o'qituvchining rivojlanishi o'rtasida bog'liqlik o'rnatiladi. 

Kalit so'zlar: uslublar, til nazariyasi, asosiy xususiyatlari, faoliyati, texnikasi, 

grammatik-tarjima usuli, strukturaviy metodlar, kommunikativ yondashuv. 

Аннотация – В этой статье обсуждаются основные методы FLT, 

используемые в школах, и вводится теория теории языка и их основы, их 

основные особенности, виды деятельности и методы, их основы и упадок, а 

также общая оценка цели. Были проанализированы следующие методы: 

грамматико-переводческий метод, структурные методы и коммуникативный 

подход. После некоторого внимания к инновациям в образовании в качестве 

альтернативы предлагаются модели, основанные на задачах и процессах. 

Наконец, устанавливается связь между новизной и изменением учебной 

программы и развитием учителя. 

Ключевые слова: методы, теория языка, основные черты, деятельность, 

приемы, грамматико-переводческий метод, структурные методы, 

коммуникативный подход. 

Abstract – This article discusses the main methods of FLT used in schools and 

introduces the theory of language theory and their foundations, their main features, 

activities and techniques, their basis and decline, as well as the overall assessment of 

the goal. The following methods were analyzed: Grammar-translation method, 

Structural methods and communicative approach. After some focus on innovation in 

education, task-based and process models are proposed as an alternative. Finally, a 

link is established between the novelty and change of the curriculum and the 

development of the teacher. 

Key words: methods, theory of language, main features, activities, techniques, 

grammar-translation method, structural methods, communicative approach. 

Introduction. The main purpose of this article is to critically evaluate the role 

of methods in the learning process, although there are various basic methods of 

teaching a foreign language teaching (FLT) available today. Knowing the different 

methods will help foreign language teachers better understand their perspectives on 
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pedagogical issues and lessons and help them understand the FLT process, especially 

in this century. Considering FLT as a process means that teaching is not sustainable, 

but changes in a way that meets the new needs and requirements that teachers, 

applied linguists, and teachers can prove [1]. 

This article discusses the differences between approaches, methods, and 

techniques, as well as three key issues that are recurring! Then, the main features, 

psychological foundations and pedagogical features of the main methods of FLT are 

considered chronologically, with the contributions and imitations of different 

approaches and methods. Eventually, FLT methods, innovations, and classroom 

research were introduced as a way to develop and improve teachers. 

Literature review. Updates, methods and technical concepts in the current 

FLT and three common problems. 

First, it is useful to briefly explain the concepts or principles, methods, and 

techniques of the interrelated and hierarchically related approach. In fact, they are 

three analyzes that represent the teacher’s decision to teach and teach English in the 

classroom. An approach or strategy is the most abstract of the three concepts and 

refers to linguistic, psycho, and sociolinguistic principles that study style and 

technique [2]. Indeed, each teacher has unique theoretical principles that serve as the 

basis for their ideas about their style and technique. The technique is the narrowest of 

the three; the only procedure used in this class. Methods mediate between approaches 

and techniques, only between theory (approach) and class practice. Some methods 

can have multiple techniques, and while some techniques are developed 

autonomously, the most basic ones start with the basic methods. 

Analysis. The three main language problems that have been unresolved for 

centuries and have always belonged to the research and teaching professions are 

inappropriate to talk about language pedagogy and FLT. Stern describes them as 

follows [3]. 

1. The L1-L2 relationship, i.e., the imbalance in the reader’s mind between the 

inevitable dominance of the mother tongue and the weaknesses of second language 

knowledge. 

2. Open-closed option, i.e. the choice between conscious methods of learning a 

foreign language and unconscious or automated methods. This issue remains 

unresolved and often raises a dilemma for the FLT profession and research, for 

example, in the debate between cognitive and audio-lingual approaches in the 1960s 

and later with Krashen monitor theory; the difference between language separation 

(explicit and conscious) and language acquisition (hidden and unconscious) [4]. 

3. The code-communication dilemma has recently become a major problem. 

This means that students have to decide when learning a new language because they 

have to focus on linguistic forms (code) on the one hand and real communication on 

the other. 

Methods as part of the paradigm 

Any other method of FLT shown here was not replaced by another method as 

soon as it appeared; on the contrary, it was new, preferred over the first. We can say 

that the emergence of a new style loses hope from the former with the development 

of theory, research, and school practice. In general, there is no clear boundary 
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between the different methods, but there is often an eclectic interference between the 

methods [5]. 

In this sense, methods are seen as a demonstration of linguistic knowledge for 

pedagogical purposes and are part of a paradigm (unit of theory, research and 

practice) that represents the main method of formulating, researching and teaching 

theories in the classroom. In fact, FLT methods have emerged as a result of the 

application of new theoretical findings. Methods are also determined by the 

philosophy of education, the nature of language, and the approaches to how it is 

taught and learned, the concepts of interaction in the classroom. All of this has 

happened through values related to society and human relations. It can be said that as 

these aspects begin to change, the model will change [6]. 

Traditional or grammatical-translation method 

This method was used in the study of Latin and Greek grammar in the study of 

foreign languages from the XVII century to the XX century. In the 19th century, this 

method was common for learning foreign languages, but by the end of the century 

there was a transition to a direct method. Despite its obsolescence even today, it has 

not completely disappeared, as some textbooks are still in use and the practice of 

some lessons proves it [7]. 

a) Principles of grammatical-transition method. 

Discussion. The most important principles of this method can be summarized 

as follows: 

1) It emphasizes learning and translating written language because it is superior 

to spoken language. 

2) Successful learners are those who translate each language into another, but 

they cannot communicate orally [8]. 

3) Reading and writing are basic language skills. 

4) Teachers play an authoritarian role in the classroom, and teacher-student 

interaction predominates. 

5) Students should clearly study grammar rules and compile their own 

applications for exercises. 

6) Students must know verb combinations and other grammatical paradigms. 

7) The basic unit of education is speech. 

8) The student's native language is used both as a teaching tool and for 

comparison with the language learned [9]. 

b) Basic techniques used in the grammatical-transition method. 

The grammar-transfusion method focuses on teaching the grammar of a foreign 

language and provides a list of some exceptions and dictionaries translated into the 

native language. Translation is his most important activity in the classroom. The 

basic procedure of a simple lesson was to follow this plan: a presentation of a 

grammar rule, then a dictionary list, and finally translation exercises from selected 

texts [10]. 

Other activities and procedures may include the following. 

-reading questions related to the text; 

-students find antonyms and synonyms in the text; 

-vocabulary is selected and memorized from the read texts; 
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- sentences are formed with new words; 

- students recognize and memorize their peers and fake relatives; 

-exercises to fill the gap; 

-write compositions on a given topic. 

c) The main shortcomings of the grammatical-translation method. 

Conclusion. We have considered the basic approaches and methods of FLT as 

a model or paradigms of theory, research, and school practice. It could be some of 

them while others are considered more obsolete from a scientific point of view 

current, but in fact all of them were innovated at a certain time, eclectic loading of 

flourishing ones. However, all methods are available at least two things in common: 

1) belief that they are the best, and 2) a set prescriptions that teachers must follow. 
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